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PREFACE TO THE NINTH REVISED EDITION

More than thirty-three years ago, the first edition of this popular book appeared in the

market. In those days, advertising was mainly restricted to print and some TVCs on TV. Since then,

there is massive growth of TV advertising and print too has held its own, though its share is

constantly being assaulted. A new media Internet led to online digital advertising first on desktops

and then on smaller screens of laptops, tablets and smartphones. We have now the digital advertising,

the fastest growing segment of advertising.

This revised edition for the first time treats digital advertising extensively. It also treats the

media planning for digital advertising called Programmatic. All other chapters of traditional advertising

have also been revised in the light of new developments.

We request the students and faculty to refer to the blog www.marketingganga.com for further

information.

Authors



PREFACE TO THE EIGHTH EDITION

More than quarter of a century ago, we wrote this book to introduce the exciting subject of

advertising to the students enrolled in commerce, management, communications, journalism, media

and advertising courses. In all these years, as the environment changed, advertising too responded

by changing in its content and format. The authors worked diligently to track and record these

changes, and all the revisions reflected the metamorphosis. We are extremely happy to present this

edition that celebrates the existence of this book in the market for the last 30 years. We would like

to express our sense of gratitude to the teachers and students for their overwhelming patronage

of this book. We assure the readers that we will continue the tradition of revising the text continuously

so that the book lives upto your expectations always. Kindly read www.marketingganga.com to

enrich your knowledge further.
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Advertising: An Introduction
and Evolution

 Advertising is visible everywhere in our day-to-day life. It is the most admired and criticised activity. Advertising is a
social phenomenon, which mirrors the society and at times shapes it. Advertising influences the culture and is influenced by
it. Its vocabulary and visuals reflect the present and the past, even as they contribute the new terminology that shapes the
future. Many view advertising as a component of the economic system — the whole idea is to sell something. Advertising
sustains the media by being their major source of revenue. Advertising is an art form. It is a powerful business tool. It is a
field of employment and a profession.

Advertising is big business. At present, it is estimated to be an industry worth ` 47,000 crore (2015).
 Ad Expenditure

As we are aware, in developed countries, print media shows decline but in India, newspapers command the lions share
of advertising. Zenith of the Publicis Group predicts that newspapers will continue to be the dominant media for the next
three years. According to Zenith Forecast, 2017, the total ad expenditure at the end of 2017 is ` 53,918 crore. It will rise to
` 58,422 crore in 2018 and will ultimately touch ` 73,711 crore in 2020.

The share of newspapers in the total expenditure in 2020 will be ̀  28,670 crore, or 38.9 per cent of the total expenditure.
Digital expenditure in 2017 is 11.6 per cent. By 2020, it will account for 15.4 per cent of the total ad spend. The digital

expenditure will reach ` 11,339 crore by 2020.
TV will have 36.5 per cent share of total ad expenditure at ` 26,927 crore by 2020.
India is one of the fastest growing advertising markets globally. Overall, there is going to be 9 per cent growth rate for

TV, 5 per cent for newspapers, 10 per cent for radio and 5 per cent for cinema and OOH each.
India will be at No. 4 in contributing to global spend after the USA, China and Indonesia.
Global ad expenditure will increase to $72 billion by 2020.
Media and Entertainment (M&ET) revenue stood in the range of ` 1,30,000 to ` 1,35,000 crore in 2017 (CII-BCG

Report). By 2022, the report estimates the industry at ` 4,50,000 crore, contributing 2.8 per cent to GDP.
M&E employs over a million people. If we consider indirect jobs, the industry offers 4 million jobs. The industry is

expected to create 7 lac to 8 lac jobs in the next five years.

Advertising is the archaeology of our times.

29
1
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 What is Advertising?
When we put a product offering to satisfy the market demand, there arises a need to establish the contact with the

target market to sell it. The marketer has to reach a large number of people to get optimum exposure of his product. It has
to be a mass contact. The best way to establish a mass contact is through mass communication. Advertising is thus mass
communication to facilitate mass selling. Advertising helps in connecting with the target audience locally, regionally, nationwide
or internationally. It promotes the sale of goods, services and ideas by information and persuasion. Though advertising is
created to sell, it does not mean it can sell products of poor quality or products which are too costly or products which do not
come up to the expectations of the consuming public. Advertising only helps in selling.
 Definition of Advertising

Advertising is defined as the paid, non-personal form of communication about product or ideas by an identified
sponsor through the mass media so as to inform, persuade or influence the behaviour of the target audience.

Advertising is directed to a large number of people and not to one individual. That is why we call it non-personal.
Advertising is communication about products or ideas . It may inform us about the features of iPod or new cell phone or spell
out the need to have a cancer check-up. An identified sponsor is the advertising company or an NGO soliciting donations. The
mass media channels are the newspapers, magazines, radio and TV which carry the advertising message so that it reaches the
people at once. The advertising message either informs about the product or persuades people to buy it. It may influence them to
vote for a specific candidate. Sometimes, the message may influence us not do certain things, say drug abuse or wastage of
fossil fuels.

The simplest definition of an advertisement is that it is a ‘public announcement’. In earlier times, to ‘advertise’ means
merely to announce or inform. Some ads such as the ‘classifieds’ still do the same — announce the birth, death, engagements
with little or no intention to persuade. Gradually, advertising evolved as a form of persuasive communication with the public.
In a free market economy, such communication is required to make intelligent choices. John E. Kennedy, Lord and Thomas
Ad Agency, described advertising as ‘salesmanship in print.’ Albert Lasker endorses the same definition. Till the term
‘salesmanship in print’ was coined, advertising was viewed as information dissemination. ‘Salesmanship’ added a new dimension
to the advertising process – that of persuasive skills of a salesman. It introduced the art of persuasion, and made advertising
a force to reckon with. Sidney Bernstein (1990) reinforces Kennedy’s definition by describing ‘advertising as a substitute for
the human salesman.’ Chris Jacques, Chairman, BBDO Asia Pacific thinks that advertising is the business of creative thinking
for commercial advantage.

ADVERTISING — A TOOL OF COMMUNICATION

Advertising has evolved since the Industrial Revolution as a tool of marketing communication. It transmits an effective
message from the marketer to a group of individuals. The marketer, as we have observed already, pays for sponsoring the
advertising activity. Advertising unlike salesmanship which interacts with the buyer face-to-face, is non-personal. It is directed
at a mass audience, and not at an individual, as in personal selling.

Though marketers use advertising to promote products and services, it is a communication tool. The advertiser is the
source transmitting the message. The message is conveyed through an appropriate medium such as the press, TV, or the Net.
The message is decoded by the target audience who receives it. The ultimate aim of advertising is to make the target audience
favourably inclined towards the product or service. In this sense, advertising is marketing communication. As it is received by a
large number of people, through the mass media, it is called mass communication.

Advertising aims at drawing attention to a product. It seeks to create an awareness about the existence of the advertised
product. It passes on information about the product in such a way that interest is created in the mind of the prospective
consumer about the product. Then there is a growing desire to possess the product. There are convincing arguments in favour
of the product. All this leads us to a buying inclination or buying action.

Let us now examine the communication process.
 Communication Process

In communication process, there is a transmission of message from a sender to the receiver. The end result of the
communication process is the understanding of the message. The message is transmitted through media or certain channels.
The response to the message is known through the feedback from the receiver of the message. The communication sometimes
fails to accomplish its purpose — creation of an appropriate response or understanding when the message is disturbed by
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‘noise’ elements. A sender encodes the message, whereas the receiver decodes the message. The whole process can be
illustrated with the help of a diagram.

The sender is called the source of the message. The encoding could be in the form of a letter or advertising copy. The
message is carried by the media, e.g., Post and Telegraph department or TV or press. The message is received by the receiver
who responds to it, which is then communicated back to the source. The message must arrest the attention of the receiver,
be understood and stimulate the needs of the receiver and suggest methods to satisfy these needs.

It is important for the senders to know the receivers or audiences they would like to reach, and the responses they
expect. The skill lies in the proper encoding of the message. It should anticipate how the message would be decoded at the
receiving end. As the ultimate success of communication is the understanding of the message, it becomes necessary for the
sender to know as much as possible about the receiver. The media chosen too must be efficient. The feedback channels are
established to know the response. In this process, noise variables may distort the effectiveness of the communication. Noise
includes poor planning of the message, busy audience members or careless feed mechanism.
 Marketing Communication

After examining the basic communication process, we shall understand the marketing communication concept. Marketing
is the process which brings the products and services to the consumers to satisfy their needs and wants. Modern marketing
manages the four Ps of product, promotion, price and place or the channel of distribution. The whole marketing process in
a sense has a large communication content. For instance, the product communicates prestige, youthfulness, speed, care, etc.
The brand name communicates the product attributes, e.g., Dreamflower talc. The package communicates convenience
coupled with aesthetics. The price communicates the quality of the product. The marketer and distributor communicate
between them. Thus, each element of the marketing mix either facilitates or hinders communication process. These elements
greatly influence the selling process. Marketing communication is thus a broader term. However, in a narrow sense, marketing
communication is the promotional strategy. It is planned promotional communication with a mix five major tools —

Advertising: Any paid form of non-personal communication of products, services and ideas by an identified sponsor.
Sales promotion: Short-term direct inducements to the consumers, salespeople or distributors to stimulate the sales

of products and services.
Publicity: Putting commercially significant news in the media. It is not directly paid for.
Personal Selling: A sales force is maintained to approach the prospects, interact with them, make a sales presentation

and close the sale, it is one-to-one communication.
Public Relations: Public relations project a favourable image of the organisation in the public.

 Marketing Communication Process
The marketing communication process is illustrated in Fig. 1.2.
The sender of the message is the marketer. The message is encoded as advertising copy, publicity material, sales

displays or sales talk. The media to deliver the message could be print media such as press/magazines, or electronic such as
radio/TV/Films or a salesman making a sales talk. The decoding involves the interpretation of the message by the consumers.
This is the most challenging part of the marketing communication, as the consumers may not always interpret the message

Sender Encoding of Media Decoding of Receiverthe Message the Message

Noise Distortions

Feedback Response

Fig. 1.1  Communication Process
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The common field of experience and reference makes the communication possible. If there is no such overlap,
communication may be poor or impossible. The feedback comes as marketing research inputs or sales reports. The noise
elements are the competitive promotional messages. Communication can be made more effective by understanding the
audience and the market properly. Marketing communication is a major chunk of the total corporate communications.
Advertising is an important element of the marketing communication. Advertising has certain unique features, which distinguish
it from other forms of marketing communication such as personal selling, sales promotion (SP), publicity and public relations
(PR).

COMMUNICATION MIX

Let us now be clear about the relationship of advertising with other elements of communication mix.
 Advertising and Personal Selling

Advertising communicates with a large number of consumers through the mass media such as press and TV. Advertising
is mass communication and non-personal. We address the buyers through the media by putting paid for messages. There is
no face-to-face conversation. Personal selling, on the other hand, is personal communication. Here, the salesman talks with
a prospective buyer — it is a person-to-person talk. Personal selling is thus individual communication and not mass

as the marketer desires it to do. The fundamental difficulty arises in communication at the stage of coding and decoding. This
results from the differences in interpreting the meanings of different words/symbols. There may be different frames of
references and field of experience between the sender and receiver. This is illustrated in the following diagram.

Sender Encoding Channels Decoding Receiver

Marketer Advertising Media Target Target
Publicity Salesmen Audience Audience

Message Sales Talk Message PR Interpretation or Consumers

Feedback

Marketing Research
Sales Reports

Fig. 1.2  Marketing Communication Process

Field of Experience Field of Experience

Source Encoder Decoder Receiver

and and
Frame of Reference Frame of Reference

Common Frame of
Reference and

Field of Experience

Fig. 1.3  Common Field of Experience

M
es

sa
ge
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communication. These days, there is mass production, and it is meant for mass consumption. It is costlier and difficult to
contact each individual buyer. Advertising is an economical mass communication tool available to a marketer. However,
there are products which can be sold better by personal selling., e.g., complex machinery, capital goods, etc. The salesman is
in a better position to explain the features of the product to the buyer for industrial products. Even for simpler products,
salespeople can supplement advertising effort. Salespeople can tailor their sales talk to the needs and personality of each
buyer. It is very difficult to measure the effectiveness of advertising. However, a salesman receives immediate feedback from
the buyer. The salesman can tune his message to the buyer accordingly.

Personal selling is very intense. An advertisement can be skipped, but it is difficult to dismiss a salesman summarily. It
is an effective interpersonal communication tool. However, its strength is also its weakness. It is very inefficient for mass
market products. Advertising scores over personal selling for such products.
 Advertising and Sales Promotion (SP)

Advertising makes people favourably inclined towards a product or service or idea. This may lead to its buying later.
Sales promotion takes over from this point. It provides a direct inducement to the consumer to go in the buy — a discount,
price off, coupon, etc. Advertising informs people, remind them and persuade them to buy. Its approach is indirect. It
attempts to build the branding the long-term. Sales Promotion (SP) is a direct short-term approach, and expects immediate
response in terms of buying action. Sales promotion is not a continuous activity. Advertising, in comparison, is more frequent
and repetitive. Sales promotion supplements advertising and personal selling. At the point of sale, sales promotion works out
better and fast. Displays and contests are effective tools of sales promotion.
 Advertising and Publicity

Publicity is also non-personal like advertising. It also stimulates demand for the product/service/organisation. It consists
of planting commercially significant news in print media, or obtaining favourable presentation on air or stage. Publicity is not paid for by
the sponsor. There are two important distinctions — publicity is not openly paid for and the presentation is not programmed.
Marketers have less control over publicity than they have on advertising. Publicity is left to the discretion of the media. It
could be negative or positive.
 Advertising and Public Relations (PR)

Public Relations have one ultimate aim — to develop a favourable image of the organization and its offerings in the
eyes of the public. The various section of the public are customers, suppliers, employees, governments, local bodies, pressure
groups, media and society at large. PR can be formal or informal. Unlike advertising, it is personal. PR aims at establishing
and maintaining understanding between an organisation and its public. PR is low-cost as compared to advertising. One of the
important functions of PR is media management. PR is also of great help in crisis management. PR indirectly helps the
company to sell its products by building a good corporate image of the company. But PR cannot replace advertising. PR does
the ground work for advertising. Product and service must support the PR effort. Advertising has a greater role in selling
tangible products. PR has a greater role in selling intangible products like services. PR is slowly evolving into an integrated
approach called corporate communications. Corporate communications cover corporate identity programmes, re-imaging,
media relations, corporate advertising, sponsorships, communications during takeovers, communications prior to an IPO,
corporate philanthropy and crisis management.
 Integrated Marketing Communication (IMC)

The communication package consists of advertising, sales promotion, publicity and public relations. Don Schultz, Stan
Tonnenbaum and Robert Lauterborn put forward the Integrated Marketing Communication model in a book titled Integrated
Marketing Communications: Pulling It Together and Making It Work in 1997. It was a strategic problem-solving approach, and a
new way of thinking. Marketing communication must have a unified approach to make it accountable for achieving the
business objectives. The idea was soon interpreted as communication consistency, e.g., PR must be in sync with advertising.
IMC supports a common idea of communication across all communication media. Grey calls it ‘synchronised marketing’. A
core brand idea is extended across the media. In an agency, each division has its own business goals. They should emphasise
the overall communication package. A single agency may not provide the whole communication package. The problem is
that of the lead. Who will be the integrator? If there is no proper integration, who will be blamed? Advertisers tend to place
the blame at the door of the agencies. However, the ultimate responsibility is that of the advertisers. It is the marketing
manager’s responsibility to exercise control over the whole communication package. Researchers have further put forward
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the concept of Integrated Customer Behaviour Management (ICBM) which welds together everything that affects consumer
behaviour. ICBM is a multidimensional interactive communication package which connects the brand and the customer.

AIDA COMMUNICATION MODEL

Marketing communication, especially, advertising is directed towards a group of users of the products/services. This
group is called the target audience of the product/service. A marketer has to identify its target audience, and the response he
expects from it. The ultimate response is, of course, the buying of the product/service. We must learn the stages through
which the target audience passes before the readiness-to-buy stage is reached.

The effectiveness of advertising depends upon the extent to which the advertising message is received and accepted by
the target audience. Effective advertising goes through the stages of: (i) attracting attention, (ii) arousing interest,
(iii) creating desire for the product, (iv) and finally leading to action on the part of the audience. All advertisements do not
succeed on all these counts. This is one reason behind the great divergence between the number of people exposed to the
advertisement and those who ultimately decide to buy the product. At the buying-reading stage, other elements of marketing
mix, especially distribution becomes crucial.

The AIDA model describes the sequence of events which must take place between the receipt of the message and
desired action.

In AIDA model, A stands for attracting attention, I for arousing interest, D for creating a desire and A for obtaining
action.

Advertising as a communication medium in most cases, effectively performs the first three functions. In case of direct-
action advertising, it also translates desire into action, unaided by other promotional instruments. In case of indirect-action
advertising, however, the action of buying is facilitated by two-way communication between the intending buyer and the
sales staff.

Let us examine the attention, interest, desire and action components in more detail.
Attention: Advertisements attract attention to them mainly on account of their layout. The typography and colours

used in the copy do attract us. The size too does matter. A larger-sized ad commands attention. White-space is used strategically
to get attention. Movement in the copy is also vital to rivert attention. The place where ad is placed in the media has a role to
play. The other elements which contribute to attention value are celebrity endorsements, models employed, illustrations and
photographs used.

Interest: Ad seen does not necessarily mean ad read. People may look at the ad, but may not read it. Illustrations have to
work harder. Along with the body copy, they must stimulate reading. Copy format too plays a role — some take fancy to a
scientific copy, whereas some others like the humorous copy. It is very challenging for a copywriter to find a common
denominator of interest for the maximum number of people.

Desire: An ad must create desire for the product/service being advertised. Several rational and emotional appeals are
used to motivate people. Vivid descriptions and graphical copy do help. People buy to satisfy their physiological and
psychological needs. The copy must provoke these motives. Buyers may have certain reservations which must be addressed.
The copy is substantiated by presenting cogent arguments, evidence, testimonials, endorsements, facts and figures. Once a
desire is aroused, people become prone to buy a product.

Action: This is the logical culmination of the effect of communication — buying the product. People buy on the basis
of corporate image, frequency of the message and the appeals used.

The attention stage is the cognitive stage. Here, the target audience is exposed to the message. This causes a response in
the form of awareness about the product. The interest and desire stages are the affective stages which influence the attitudes
and make a buyer ready to buy. The final action stage is the behaviour stage. In practice, all the ad copies do not lead the
consumer from awareness to the purchase stage. AIDA model suggests only the desirable qualities in an advertisement copy
as a communication tool.

ADVERTISING AND MARKETING

So far, we considered advertising from the communication point-of-view. Advertising is, however, a part of the marketing
function. Marketing brings products and services which satisfy the wants and needs of the consumers. Each organisation has
marketing objectives and a marketing plan to achieve them. An organisation markets products/services after identifying a
segment or segments of the market it intends to serve. Marketing seeks to harmonise the external environment’s uncontrollable
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variables and the internal environment’s controllable variables. These controllable variables are called the four P’s of marketing
or the marketing mix. They are product, place, price and promotion. Marketing tries to attempt an ideal mix of these four
variables for a given marketing programme. It means that first the right product is developed, which is then priced properly,
and put in the suitable distribution channel and with a suitable promotional strategy. Promotion consists of personal selling
which is face-to-face communication with an individual and mass communication with a large audience through advertising.
Thus, advertising is a part of the marketing mix under the major variable of promotion.

Advertising, together with the other variables of the marketing mix, influences the sale of the product. A premium
product’s advertising reinforces the idea of high quality and prestige of the product. The distribution strategy could be
intensive or exclusive or selective outlets. The advertising strategy differs with each such different distribution strategy.

Advertising should be complementary to personal selling. Personal selling believes in customised communication. It
has an element of flexibility. Advertising is designed to support the selling efforts.

Advertising also helps build strong brands. A product becomes a valuable asset on branding. A brand has a brand
image. Advertising associates a brand with positive images.

‘Advertising and marketing’ and ‘advertising and brand building’ have been discussed in the next chapter separately in
detail.

 Marketing 3.0

Marketing is constantly evolving. It has evolved from Marketing 1.0 to Marketing 2.0 to Marketing 3.0. Kotler calls
Marketing 3.0 value-driven marketing. Marketing 1.0 refers to product-centric approach. Marketing 2.0 was customer-centric
era. Marketing 3.0 is human-centric era. Here, we stop at looking at people purely as consumers, i.e., a source of revenue. We
have to start looking at them as humans, who are active, expressive and anxious. The power has shifted from the marketer to
the marketed. It is a delegation of power by the brand.

People share their feelings, opinions, and likes and dislikes in social media and networks. The sharing is both online and
offline. This leads to the so-called ‘cultural dynamic’. The brand assumes a clear position, and behaves in sync with the times.
It resonates with the desires and anxieties of human. It is called ‘Brand Dynamic’. The overlap of both these lead us to
actionable information. The information is harnessed and leveraged to understand people better. This superior understanding
creates ‘ideas you love to share’.

Brand Cultural
Dynamic Dynamic

Superior
Understanding

Fig. 1.4  Marketing 3.0

 Holistic Marketing
Kotler now feels that the new concept of holistic marketing goes way beyond the traditional four P’s of Product, Price,

Place and Promotion. Holistic marketing covers:
 Development, design and implementation of marketing programmes, processes and activities that recognise.
 Interdependence and integration of four Ps.
 Internal marketing to get the support from other functional areas.
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 Performance marketing to measure what is accomplished.
 Relationship marketing.

ADVERTISING — A PROFESSION

Advertising business worth ̀  47,000 crore is transacted in India every year. Advertising is slowly evolving as a profession.
A profession must have a systematic body of knowledge. Advertising has emerged as an academic discipline which is being
taught at many management, commerce, and mass communications institutes. A profession must have an association of
professionals. Advertising has the Advertising Agencies Association of India (AAAI), the Indian Society of Advertisers and
the Indian Newspapers Society (INS). The professionals put service before self. Advertising professionals follow a self-
regulatory code of conduct enunciated by the Advertising Standards Council of India (ASCI). Advertising has improved
both in terms of content and format.
 In Favour of Advertising

Much can be said in favour of advertising. Advertising stimulates demand and makes it possible to avail of economies
of scale. As costs are distributed over larger volume, the per unit cost of the product becomes economical. Besides, advertising
creates a brand image, and makes consumers favourably inclined towards the product. It thus pre-sells the product. Advertising
affects our lifestyle for the better, and raises our standard of living. Advertising facilitates the launch of new products by
being informative. It is in this sense we say that it pays to advertise. Advertising benefits the marketers, the distributors and
the consumers. Advertising encourages competition, and promotes consumer welfare.

Apart from the economic functions, advertising plays a social role too. It affects the subsidiary cultural values, rather
than the core cultural values. It is a mirror of the society in which it operates. Advertising educates the consumers.

Advertising is closely related to consumer psychology. It affects the consumer personality, his concept of self, his
attitudes, beliefs and opinions, his life cycle and lifestyle.

Advertising is enjoyed too. According to John Hegarty, BBH, advertising succeeds not because consumers understand
its importance in the economy. They applaud advertising because they enjoy it.

Advertising is the icon of our times. It reflects contemporary society.
Colley lists fifty-two possible objectives of advertising in his well-known book ‘Defining Advertising Goals for Measured

Results’ (DAGMAR). To a manufacturer, advertising is vehicle to convey information, persuade his customer and remind
him about the product. To a consumer, advertising is a force that guides his product choice, gives information about the
product, and the benefits it offers. It also tells the consumer about the availability of the product and its price.

Advertising for social causes acts as a philosopher. It makes us aware of many socially relevant causes like dowry,
energy conservation, loss prevention, social forestry, etc.

Advertising at times describes a product, demonstrates its use visually on TV screen, narrates a story or an experience,
and educates a consumer.
 Against Advertising

There are some controversies regarding advertising. Very often, advertising is considered wasteful. Advertising is
wasteful if it is not properly planned and executed. Some waste is inevitable in media, as the message may reach both our
customers and non-customers. But waste due to poor design of an ad campaign can be eliminated.

Advertising budgets keep on increasing in these competitive times. An individual company cannot limit the expenses in
an isolated fashion. It is necessary to have a collective thinking on the part of different advertisers to tackle this.

Advertising is also criticised for exaggerating the benefits of the products and services being advertised and concealing
their limitations and drawbacks. Advertising is not truthful. Advertising, however, cannot sell an inferior product. The
product must live up to the expectations of people.

In the long-run, people punish untruthful advertisers by not patronising their products.
Advertising is also said to create monopolies by making certain advertisers market leaders. However, a monopoly is not

perpetual. It has to break. Colgate paste was a monopoly, but it was challenged by Promise, Vicco and Pepsodent. One
cannot have absolute monopoly through advertising.

Another usual criticism of advertising is that it creates materialistic demands. Advertising offers us a choice, and an
opportunity to reward us for the monotonous routine we have gone through. Advertising keeps pace with the dynamic
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market. What is seen as materialism and consumerism is a matter of improved living standards. Without this, we will be going
back to medieval times. Austerity is never superior to enrichment of life.

Car advertising cause social discontent? The poor cannot enjoy many of the advertised products. However, it is necessary
to find ways to alleviate the misery and suffering.

Advertising has ethical dimension. It should not be indecent and obscene. It must honour time-tested norms of social
behaviour and should not affront our moral sense. In order to enforce an ethical code, we in India now have Advertising
Standards Council of India (ASCI). It is a non-profit organisation set up by 43 founder members who are involved with
advertising in one way or the other. It was established in 1985. It has put forwarded regulatory code. It deals with complaints
of unethical advertising.

ADVERTISING AND CREATIVITY

Creativity, as we have observed, is the ability to produce original ideas or original ways of looking at the existing ideas.
Alternatively, creativity attempts to connect seemingly unconnected ideas. Creativity in advertising has to precede the
copywriting stage. It starts right at the planning stage where advertising strategy is thought of in terms of the matching of the
product and the market.

Creative thinking consists of generating original connections between divergent facts and concepts. Those who think
creatively are risk takers, divergent thinkers and have sense of humour.

The ability to take risks makes you a non-conformist. It may or may not work, but you stand out.
The thinking pattern followed generally is convergent thinking. It starts with all the facts so far collected, and uses logic

and rules to arrive at one best or right solution. The other possibilities are eliminated. This is how we work out mathematical
problems.

As against this, divergent thinking starts with the premise that there can be more than one right solution for a problem.
The ideas are not narrowed down. Instead, more and more ideas are examined. The ideas could be logical or illogical. After
examining all the options, convergent thinking is applied to select a good solution. There are chances that there are other
equally good solutions.

Consider how one can demonstrate the sensitivity of a landline phone. There are many ads where people interact with
their kith and kin. Many brands must stand out by its creative execution. A pin falls in one town, the telephone conversation
is in progress. The sound is of the fall heard in another town. That is how the sensitivity of the landline is demonstrated.

The importance of divergent thinking in advertising can be appreciated when everyone indulges in only convergent
thinking, ending in stereotype advertising. The fresh creative ideas emerge through divergent thinking. Divergent thinking is
applied in any progressive activity, be it maths or science. Divergent thinking means bidding good bye to the old rules and
look for fresher approach.

Creative thinking is laced with humour. Humour keeps the mind open to new and fresh ideas. It generates fun. Humour
facilitates creative connections — remember the creative ads of Fevicol. The recent IPL Season III ad emphasizes IPL ticket
— a prized possession, and derides other tickets such as railway tickets and political party ticket.

One Best
Facts Collected Solution

Fig. 1.5 Convergent Thinking

One of the
Several Many Possible

Facts Collected Possible Solutions
Solutions

Fig. 1.6  Divergent Thinking
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Advertising creativity ultimately aims at striking the big idea or the creative concept. The concept of big idea has been
discussed separately.

THE EVOLUTION OF ADVERTISING

The way advertising works has been understood fairly recently. However, advertising as an activity has a long history.
Advertising did appear in the newspapers 100 years ago, though it was unwelcome. Some did like it as it reflected the
contemporary society; others were annoyed by its everyday intrusion. Brand advertising appeared later, though advertising in
general is quite old. Over a period of centuries, advertising evolved along with the society, economy and technology which
influenced the media and message development.
 Early Days

As people were not educated, advertising remained attention-grabbing device practised by public criers and shopkeepers
with pictorial signs. Ancient Egypt witnessed the sale of cargo from the ships being advertised by flowery descriptions
through criers. The Greek and Roman merchants used the signs to advertise their products. These signs were symbols and
pictures, as many could not read. The handbills appeared in England in the late 1400s. They were calligraphed by scribes.
They were analogous to the present-day ‘wanted ads’. In the mid-1400s, Gutenberg introduced printing in Germany, and
printing materials could be mass produced. That was the beginning of the printed shop bills distributed widely. By mid-
1700s, printed posters and signs appeared all over England. They were the forerunners of today’s billboards. Industrial
Revolution led to mass production and consumption, and that resulted in the growth of advertising.
 The Industrial Revolution

The society was mostly agrarian before the Industrial Revolution. The households were self-sufficient. They met their
requirements through their own products. Business had tiny operations restricted to the village marketplace. In the mid-
1700s, machines were introduced in England. They were housed in factories. Business and households — both were influenced.

People migrated to the cities to work in the factories. They started using mass-produced factory output, rather than
relying on their own product. Businesses expanded at a rapid rate, and produced goods faster, and at low cost. Customers
wanted factory goods, and there was a surge in demand.

The gap between the producer and consumer widened due to migration. Artisans in villages were now not in touch
with their customers. The gap is to be bridged. The producers were producing larger quantities. They should sell these
quantities. It is in this context that business thought of advertising. Advertising is the means to reach a large number of
people and that too quickly and easily.

Industrial Revolution which began in England in the mid-1700s reached North America in 1800s.
 The Age of Technology

As Industrial Revolution progressed, technology changed the nature of communication. Photography was invented,
and it enhanced the value of advertising by putting pictures of the products in the copy. The telegraph, telephony, typewriting,
phonograph, and movies changed the way the business communicated. Newspapers and magazines appeared on the scene,
and they carried reading materials plus ads. Then the new wave started. The advent of radio and TV significantly changed the
whole business communication. Advertising came of age.
 Print Media

Print media included both the newspapers and magazines. These are very useful as advertising media, and the messages
can be targeted to the desired audience.
 Newspapers

The earliest ads in 1700s in London papers were of patent medicines and books. Newspapers were not published daily,
but once or twice a week. As transportation services improved, daily newspapers came on the scene. They carried the
messages far and wide. The first ad offering coffee was made in a newspaper in England in 1652. Chocolates and tea were
first introduced through newspaper ads in 1657 and 1658 respectively in England. In the US, the ads of 1700s were of
textiles, books and real estate. Even slaves were advertised. By 1800s, the US newspapers surpassed the UK newspapers in
number. The advertising was primarily to stimulate the basic demand. Competitive advertising came much later in the 18th
century in England and America.
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Newspapers began to compensate agents who sold space to advertisers. This is the forerunner of a new business called
advertising agency today. Historically, Volney B. Palmer is acknowledged as the first agent in the US. He started the first
agency in the US, Philadelphia in 1841. In 1892, Reynell and Sons was the first ad agency started in England. When Palmer
successfully sold space to an advertiser, he was paid commission by the newspaper. This became the general practice. George
Rowell and John Hooper went a step ahead. They bought in 1840s space from the newspapers at a cheaper rate and then sold
the same to the advertisers at a higher rate. They started the practice of paying the media for space and time, and then billing
the advertisers later.

S.M. Pettingill followed Palmer in the business practice, but added one more dimension to it. He started to write the
ads. Writing the ad soon became a standard practice with all the agencies. In 1871, Bates set up the first advertising agency in
the US which offered ‘creative services’. The agencies further expanded the scope of their functions by taking care of the
artistic side of print advertising — the typography and artworks. In 1875, the first modern advertising agency was set up in
Philadelphia — N.W. Ayer and Sons. In 1882, P&G in the US released the first national advertisement for its Ivory soap.
Towards the end of the 19th century, creative advertisement came on the scene. By 1900s, agencies began to conduct
research studies to target the right audiences for their client, and reaching them through the right media. It was later that
independent media firms appeared on the scene with a research division.
 Magazines

Magazine advertising picked up slowly as they were first reluctant to accept advertising wholeheartedly. Though advertisers
were keen to tap the magazine audiences, magazines considered it below their dignity to accept such crass commercial
considerations. Some ads sneaked in on their back pages, but their main source of revenue were the subscriptions. J. Walter
Thompson, the pioneer ad agency persuaded magazines to accept ads. By the start of the 20th century, advertising has
become common in both the US and the UK. Magazines too fell in line, and started embracing the new activity without any
grudge. Though advertising was criticised on various counts, magazine ads continued unabated first in black and white, and
then in colour. These days, there are ads in national, regional, specialized magazines and trade journals.
 Electronic Media

Print media took advertising everywhere, but electronic media of the 20th century, i.e., radio and TV made it ubiquitous.
Both these media bring ads right into our homes. Radio is also a mobile medium.

Radio: After the World War I, there were experimental radio stations on both the sides of the Atlantic. Till 1920, there
was no commercial radio station in the US. AT&T set up the first commercial radio station WEAF in New York in 1922. The
first ad was that of the real estate. Radio initially was local, but soon went national. It was due to the network that consisted
of a group of stations that went on air one and the same time in many different areas. Early radio networks linked stations
regionally and nationally. AT&T and CBS promised a wide reach for the ad message on radio. AT&T sold its network to the
NBC. Newspapers mostly owned radio stations in the 1930s. Advertising and agencies dominated the radio programming
until early 1940s. Radio became a source of information during the war years. By early 1950s, TV appeared on the scene, and
radio was threatened for the first time. FM broadcast revived the radio.

TV: It is by far the most potent and successful advertising medium. It is a product of 20th century. Its reach is
phenomenal. The TV transmission was attempted prior to 1940. However, the first commercial station was set up in 1941.
It became all the more popular after the World War II. In 1948, the community antenna was set up. It preceded the present-
day cable system which started in the 1970s and 1980s.

Though initially, it was a local medium, networks made it a national medium. NBC moved into TV, and CBS came later.
ABC and DuMont joined still later. The US accepted TV commercials, though the UK banned them till 1955. Initially,
advertisers dominated programming, but by the close of 1950s, networks started focusing on programming themselves. By
the 1960s, the whole of US was covered by the TV. HBO started cable transmission in 1972, and satellite transmission
became the order of the day. More than 99 per cent of the US households now have a TV set. TV revenues are growing
phenomenally. TV commercials are purchased in terms of seconds — 10-seconds, 15-seconds and 30-seconds. Infomercials
are larger commercials and are a sales pitch in a programme — like format.
 Modern Advertising

In 1914, ABC (Audit Bureau of Circulation) was founded. By the end of the 1920s, advertising has grown into a major
industry in the USA. After the World War I, the era of salesmanship arrived. Printing in colour became the norm. Magazines
used colour ads lavishly. Automobiles and packaged foods were advertised on large scale. By 1920, the agencies started
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planning campaigns. The radio became a powerful medium, as we have observed already, in 1922. The business of advertising
agencies expanded. Then came the Great Depression of the 1930s. The World War II started in the 1940s. That stunted the
advertising growth. However, these years were utilised to make advertising more effective. Many sales promotional schemes
were introduced. Even then, the advertising volume towards the end of the War was still below the 1929 record level in the
US. As we have observed, advertising started accepting research inputs. Daniel Starch, A.C. Nielsen and George Gallup
founded research groups to study consumer attitudes and preferences. It was in 1948 that advertising volume crossed $1
million level in the US, which was higher than the level achieved in 1929. As we have observed, TV broadcasting was
introduced in 1941. After the World War ended, TV became popular. It became an important advertising medium in the next
5-7 years. That resulted in the decline in radio advertising. From this time onward, advertising never looked back, not only in
the US and Western Europe, but in other developing countries as well. It has scaled higher and higher heights in terms of
billing, its quality, and its sophistication. The period between 1940s and 1950s was a post-War prosperity period. The
consumers experienced an improved standard of living. The golden age of advertising had just began. Rosser Reeves of Tad
Bates introduced the concept of USP — Unique Selling Proposition to differentiate a product from the competitive product.
In the 1960s, the image era started. The emphasis shifted from the product features to product/brand image. In the 1970s,
Jack Trout and Al Ries started the positioning era. It was a time to place the product in the consumer’s mind space. The
shortage of oil in the 1980s initiated the concept of demarketing. Marketing Warfare by Trout and Ries spelled out the four
strategic position — defensive, offensive, flanking and guerilla. The 1990s witnessed the rise of comparative advertising. The
new medium of Internet and the emergence of IT made digital and interactive advertising possible.
 Evolution of Indian Advertising

Indian advertising in the 1700s, just like world advertising, was confined to signs on shop frontage and handbills. In the
1800s, classified ads were seen. Ads in the print media appeared in Hickey’s Bengal Gazette. Studios were set up for typography
and art work. Retailers like Spencer’s, Army and Navy, Whiteway and Laidlaw were the major advertisers. Patent medicines
were advertised too.

Advertising, as we know it today, was pioneered in India in 1905 by Dattaram & Company from Girgaon, an area in
Mumbai. Thus, Indian advertising celebrated its centenary in 2005.

The foundations of professional advertising business in India was laid by two English companies, J. Walter Thomson
and D.J. Keymers. Keymer’s entered the scene in 1920s. J. Walter Thompson was set up in 1929. It was in 1877 that an
advertising broking agency-owner William James Carlton sold his firm to James Walter Thompson, a 29-year book-keeper,
and hence the name. At JWT, F.T. Fieldon was the chief, assisted by Marc Robinson, Ayaz Peerbhoy and Nuru Swaminathan.
Greg Bathon, John Gaynor and Morois Mathias followed Fieldon. Then came the turn of the late Subhash Ghosal. D.J.
Keymer closed down; giving rise to Ogilvy & Mather and Clarion. National and Sista’s were set up in Mumbai by Indians.
Tom and Bay came up in Pune.

In the 1930s, Lever’s advertising department launched Dalda, and it was the first major formal campaign and brand
launch in India. Venkatrao Sista set up Sista’s in 1934. He made Khatau, an industrialist, its chairman, and renamed the
agency Adarts. Lintas India came on the scene in 1939.

In the 1940s, the front pages of many newspapers carried ads, relegating the news to the inside pages. Even Mahatma’s
assassination was pushed to an inside page by the Hindu in 1948 as its front page was replete with ads. In the 1940s, the four
leading agencies in Mumbai were Keymer’s, Adarts, JWT and Stronach’s. They came together to form a consortium called
KATS which undertook advertising services for the Central Government. KATS is credited with being the forerunner of
today’s Advertising Agencies Association of India. Formerly, agencies were just buying media space. But Lintas launched
Dalda in 1939 with a well planned campaign. A film made by Duncan shows a bride’s father substituting pure ghee for Dalda
on economic grounds, without compromising on the taste. Cartoon strips of children brought up on Dalda showed their
heroic deeds in print media like Chandamama and Parag. D.J. Keymer, Kolkata closed down as they lost Dunlop account. The
employees then formed Clarion. All this does not mean that in the 1940s, there was heavy advertising. The budgets were
small.

Till the early 1950s, the ad revenues were only ` 5 crore of which 70 per cent was accounted for by the press. The
manufacturing sector was still nascent. The 1950s witnessed a shortage of products which had to be rationed. Advertising
thus was thought to be a drain on resources. In the mid-50s, agencies which specialised on ads of imported goods were
affected. Hugh Atkinson was a copy chief at Lintas in the 1950s. He wrote a best-seller set during the Olympics called The
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Games, which was made into a successful film starring Ryan O’Neal. Prior to that, Atkinson wrote a novel, The Pink and The
Brown.

In the mid-1960s, Kersy Katrak took the centre-stage, and nurtured talents like Arun Nanda, Mohammed Khan and
the late Ravi Gupta. He had founded MCM, which folded up its operations mainly due to mismanagement. Though MCM
and Iyer’s merged, they then died a natural death. Stronach’s too closed down in the 1960s. The collapse of MCM bought on
the scene many new agencies. Bal Mundkar set up Ulka in 1961. Ayaz Peerbhoy set up MAA in 1966. Women were an
important part of 1960’s change. Nargis Wadia joined Shilpi headed by poet Nissim Ezekiel in 1955 after an Arts course at JJ.
She later shifted to London and worked in many agencies. She returned to join Lintas, quit and set up a design studio which
morphed into Interpub, the first agency by a woman.

The agencies started professionalising and consolidation in the 1970s. In 1969, Sylvester daCunha left Stronach’s to
run ASP (Advertising and Sales Promotion). ASP was promoted by the Birlas, the PSL (Process Syndicated Ltd.) by the
Mahindras and Shilpi by the Sarabhais ASP created the first ad for Amul butter with the ever-so-popular tag line “Utterly
Butterly Delicious”. There were smaller agencies like the Dattarams, Everest and Allied Advertising. India in its post-
independence period had adopted the socialist model and so advertising was considered to encourage wasteful consumer
expenditure. The growth of advertising industry thus stunted. At the inauguration of advertising conference in New Delhi in
1962, Nehru denounced advertising as it encouraged consumption. FERA stopped patronizing of agencies having foreign
equity by the Government Undertakings in 1965. In 1967, radio services were commercialised. Lintas started accepting
accounts other than Lever, e.g., MRF. Its campaign for Liril soap for Lever was not acceptable to the Lever team since it made
bathing such a fantasy with Karen Lunel, a bikini-clad model under a waterfall. It was difficult to imagine that the conservative
Indian society would accept such a bold ad.

It was in the 1960s and early 1970s that the concept of brand building appeared on the scene. Amul and Made for Each
Other campaigns are remarkable.

New agencies set shop in the 1970s, e.g., Rediffusion, Trikaya Grey, Chaitra, R.K. Swamy and Frank Simoes. National
Readership Survey I was conducted, and was a great help in systematic media planning. In 1977, DD started commercial
services and this brought about a qualitative change in Indian advertising.

The 1980s were dominated by the television medium. Mudra started as an in-house agency of Reliance in 1980, but later
emerged as a top-ranking agency handling all kinds of accounts.

Charms is the spirit of freedom — this campaign of cigarettes attracted attention. Asiad Games in 1982 ushered in
colour television transmission. Bombay Dyeing became the first TV ad. In 1983, Maggi Noodles was launched. The late
Manohar Shyam Joshi’s Hum Log was aired for the first time in 1983.

The 1990s were tech savvy. Computer technology has changed the making of art work. It can be turned out in a matter
of hours. The new medium of Internet appears. The Economic Times starts a Wednesday supplement called Brand Equity.
Satellite TV started on the eve of the Gulf War in 1991. STAR starts transmission in India. An advertising school MICA at
Ahmedabad is set up. Indian advertising gets recognition at Cannes in 1996.

In the 1990s, the economy was liberalised. It brought back the foreign agencies. Indian agencies started tie-ups with
foreign agencies both for creative work and equity participation. In the beginning of the new millennium, DTH and IPTV
appears on the scene. 3G and 4G has brought TV reception on the cell phones. Reality TV picks up momentum starting with
a game show called Kaun Banega Crorepati hosted by Amitabh Bachchan initially and later by Shah Rukh Khan. Its fourth
version was again hosted by Amitabh Bachchan in 2010. In 2014, its sixth version has been broadcast anchored by Amitabh.

Over the years, Indian advertising had many changing faces. The pre-independence ads were mostly meant for the
English speaking Indians and the Britishers. Car, lifts and electricity were luxuries in their days. The Maharajas and princely
families were prized customers. It is only after Independence and the abolition of the princely order that a new-born middle
class received the attention of advertisers.

In March 1980, the silver Jubilee of the Advertising Club in Mumbai was celebrated. Since then, the Club has celebrated
the golden Jubilee in 2005. Mumbai incidentally is the Mecca of Indian advertising. There are professional bodies in advertising,
each representing one dominant interest, i.e., the advertiser, the advertising agency and the media. The ISA — the Indian
Society of Advertisers — is the sole representative body of advertisers. The AAAI — the Advertising Agencies Association
of India — represents the agencies in the industry which undertakes advertising on behalf of the advertisers. The INS — the
Indian Newspapers Society — is the organisation representing the newspapers, magazines and other publications. A new
body representing the broadcasters has been formed the Indian Broadcasting Society (IBS).
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The gross billings of advertising in 2009 is ` 47,000 crore. This was possible because India is a growing economy with
a vibrant media. Advertising in India has played a vital role in the development process by creating demand for various
products and raising the living standards of millions.

Indian advertising has yet to shed its elitist urban image and open up the vast rural market. Advertising has to play a
great role in assisting the eradication of poverty.

The future of Indian advertising is bright if the profession acknowledges its social responsibility and conducts itself
honorably. Indian’s cultural diversity is by itself a communication challenge. Indian advertising, as Subhash Ghosal said,
should be rooted in our ethos. Advertising has to relate to the consumers. Good advertising is advertising that sells.

According to Sir John Hergarty, BBH, there is growing affluence in India. There are growing brands. The most important
thing is that there is a greater confidence in being Indian. Indian advertising is now looking inwards instead of at the West for
inspiration. As someone has put wittily, ‘The only thing certain about life is death and taxes.’ You can as well add advertising
to it.

There is more to marketing communication than just advertising. There are elements like public relations (PR), sales
promotion (SP) and event management. The emphasis has shifted from just communication per se to brand building. Ad
agencies have started partnering with their clients in this endeavour.
 Future of Advertising

Advertising in India with a billing of ` 47,000 crore per annum is insignificant in comparison to its value in foreign
countries. However, with impressive growth rates of the economy as a whole, the advertising revenue will soon rise to the
world-levels.

The ads were just carbon copies of the ads abroad till late but there is rapid professionalisation seen in the output and
the manpower responsible for it. Marketing research inputs are used in the design of the ad. Indian models have been
recognised all over the world. Art studios have become sophisticated. Ads do experience social pressure and professional
associations do exercise a code of conduct. Advertising as subject is being taught in many management institutes, communication
colleges, media institutes, journalism colleges and degree courses in commerce. There are advertising production courses at
specialised institutes like Xavier’s, FTII, etc.

Media proliferation has given a boost to advertising. TV has tremendous reach and impact. Vernacular advertising is
picking up. Advertising copy is steeped into Indian culture and ethos. It appeals to local and regional audiences.

Technology has influenced advertising greatly. There are home shopping channels. The whole world has become a
‘global village’. We are exposed to international programmes and advertising. The number of TV channels are increasing.
The programmes have become interactive. Advertising in mass media was one-way communication so far. Thanks to internet,
it has become a two-way communication. Artificial Intelligence (AI), computer graphics, animation software, Photoshop,
Corel Draw and other IT software such as DTP through PageMaker and QuarkExpress have changed advertising qualitatively.
Printing technology and colour processing have made magazines and press ads stand out as high fidelity reproduction.
Sponsored programmes add zing to our life.
 Challenges and Opportunities

Advertising has changed in terms of technology, media options, and target audience. Advertisers use segmentation
techniques and micro-marketing techniques to target their messages. Point-of-sale terminals and databases provide detailed
information about the consumers and their preferences. Globalisation has led to international advertising messages, with
some adaptation to local conditions. Technology has been employed to break the clutter. There is little distinction between
advertising and entertainment. Technology has advanced to the extent of personalizing an individual message in the name of
the reader. New media options have become available, e.g., in-store ads, in-flight ads, PCs, cell phones etc. Advertising has to
deliver. It has to fulfill its objectives. Advertising creativity is not totally free. It is tied to the achievement of the objectives
set.
 Three Cycles of Indian Advertising

According to Ajai Jhalo, CEO, BBDO, Indian advertising scenario could be divided into cycles. Every decade or two,
there is a new cycle. The first cycle was cinema-led mainly by Lintas which created iconic brand characters like Chaplin for
Cherry Blossom and the Liril girl. These were cinematic, aspirational and larger than life. The second wave was on television
and led by O&M. It was more intimate, home-spun and earthy. Consider the work on Fevicol and Asian Paints. That is the
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job of television. It is a member of the family. The third wave is about interactivity. Communication is not restricted to
product benefits. Consumers are no longer passive and want to interact. The nature of ideas will change.
 Advertising and Marketing

The array of products and services we use are being marketed. Marketing is the process that brings the products and
consumers in touch with one another. Marketing is facilitated by promotional methods, a part of which is advertising. In the
next chapter, we shall study how marketing and advertising are intertwined with each other.
 Advertising Evolution Leading to Digital Advertising

Advertising keeps the media alive. In an earlier era, print and TV survived on advertising. Of late, websites and mobile
apps survive on it.

Vance Packard’s book Hidden Persuaders in 1957 painted advertising in sinister light. He contended that psychology and
sociology are used by advertising industry to persuade the average citizen to buy and get addicted to products that she did not
really need. Some later books wondered whether advertising works at all. The End of Advertising as We Know It by Sergio Zyman
in 2002 made a case that in this millennium advertising have become self-indulgent, and consequently, the art and entertainment
aspects have been overemphasised, rather than the ability to sell a product. AI Ries and Laura Ries wrote in 2002 The Fall of
Advertising and The Rise of PR. Here, they question the power of print ads and TVCs. They cite the examples Starbucks, The
Body Shop, Walmart, Red Bull and Zara which have built up their brands without advertising. They conclude that marketers
should relax on unpaid PR which persuade journalists to write favourably about their products and the values they stand for.

Advertising emerged in the US in the 1950s owing to a need for differentiation among several commodity type of
products. In the 1970s, as the colour printing presses became cheap, there was a magazine boom, which captivated both the
readers and advertisers. Satellite TV through cable at our homes led to another stimulation to advertising and boosted
regional advertising too. The earlier formats struggled to survive, as new formats replaced them during this journey, e.g., early
magazine ads looked like newspaper ads and early TV commercials looked like cinema ads. When Internet came on the
scene, it adopted the outdoor ad format for the first five years, and called it banner ads. Later, search engines thought of
putting up ads corresponding to those subjects which we were searching. The innovation brought in was the offer that pay
only when someone clicks the ad. It copied the format of direct marketing ads of 1950s, i.e., action-proneness. Advertising
adopted the maxim that it has to be performance-driven. It is now time to seek a suitable format for mobile ads, which finds
that some videos are too loud and intrusive for the privacy of this user, and for offering him personalisation.
 M&E Business

The Media and Entertainment (M&E) industry would almost double to ̀  2.26 lac crore in the next five years, mainly led
by the growth in advertising revenue which is expected to be ` 99,400 crore by 2020.

The total advertising revenue of M&E sector was around ` 47,500 crore in 2015, as against ` 41,400 crore in 2014, a
jump of 14.7 per cent (FICCI — KPMG joint report). The overall sector grew by 12.8 per cent to ` 1.15 lac crore in 2015,
as against ̀  1.02 lac crore of 2014. The M&E industry in India is poised to grow by a CAGR of 14.3 per cent to ̀  2,260 billion
by 2020, led by advertising revenue which is expected to grow to ` 994 billion at a CAGR of 15.9 per cent. The digital
advertising would scale up to ` 25,500 crore by 2020.

With close to 944 million connections in India, mobile advertising spends are the proverbial pot of gold that every
media player is after. Mobile advertising stood at ̀  900 crore in 2015, and is expected to grow at a CAGR of a staggering 62.5
per cent by 2020.

The over-the-top (OTT) platform is fast becoming a relevant advertising medium for brands, and will be a serious
revenue stream for the platform owners. The size of the OTT industry currently is ̀  1,200 to ̀  1,300 crore, and is set to grow
at 40 to 50 per cent mainly on the back of advertising; subscription revenues will scale up eventually.

TV advertising continues to grow. It grew at 17 per cent to touch ` 18,130 crore.
Print showed a lower growth at 7.6 per cent in 2015. The subscription market grew at 8.2 per cent.
Film industry growth was healthy — 9.3 per cent amounting to ` 13,820 crore in 2015.

 Digital Media
India had 200 million internet users in 2013. By 2017, we will have 500 million internet users. India has 28 per cent

online penetration, while the advertising share for digital advertising is only 9.5 per cent. There is potential to grow in digital
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space. Apart from budget, advertiser must also consider the content and timing while using the digital media. Advertisers
benefit a lot as the digital media give them a lot of data. It also offers a variety. Each digital platform is unique. Facebook
helps targeting the desired customers. Twitter is a conversational platform. It can leverage these conversations. Digital media
are used for multiplier effect. Instagram pictures and videos can be used and shared across several media. Pinterest encourages
microtargeting. Facebook and Twitter are still the best for brands, since they have a huge following. At the same time, other
marketing platform must not be ignored such as Instagram, Pinterest and Snapchat. Some are suited for the younger audience.
Instagram is a highly visual platform. A company can create content specific for it. Though digital ad spends have increased,
creativity across social media platforms have not. Digital strategy is just treated as an extension of the traditional advertising.
 Digital Marketing

Digital marketing is a dynamic field which keeps on evolving. Changes in technology makes it a challenging field. The
emergence of smartphones, the pattern of content consumption and the changes in buying behaviour keep the field in
dynamic state. Digital content exposure is just for a fraction of a second to invite attention. A user may move on to other
content or dose it if the attention is not arrested. It is, therefore, necessary to keep a close watch on digital marketing
strategies.

To begin with, digital marketers bought on the basis of clicks. The methods of digital buying must change. They have
to analyse the data, and keep on changing. Though digital marketing is data-driven, it cannot be divorced from creativity.

There is a misconception that it is not possible to build a brand on digital. This is not wholly correct. Yes, a brand
cannot be built only on the basis of digital. However, the various digital formats now available are as powerful as TV and
mass media. It is possible that digital will emerge the second largest branding medium after TV in India soon. It may fare
equal to TV by 2020. Online reputation plays a great role in building brands.

Some digital marketing vehicles have fallen short of expectations — digital audio advertising, effective display advertising
and location-based advertising.

Though data-driven strategies are very innovative, an attempt must be made to establish an emotional connect with
a consumer.

Videos are consumed dramatically on social media. Videos are consumed more on digital screens. There is scope for
video documentaries too. While giving a piece of news, it is to be figured out whether a long form written article is the best
way to do it. It is seen that listicles, FAQs, graphic representations and summaries are very powerful. As the audiences are of
18-35 years, the pieces do better.

While using hand-held devices, neither banner is going to work nor the 30-second audio-visual playback. Who will
waste the bandwidth by allowing the commercials to play? The best format that is consumed is branded content which
resembles the editorial content.

Some clients do like banners on desktops.
For decades, 30-second TVCs were the gold standard. As online video proliferated, many digital ads were essentially

repurposed from TV. In the last few years, advertisers have started creating digital ads which are divorced from traditional
campaigns and are better suited for many platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Snapchat. Online ads now
interrupt everything. This explosion of online ads, however, has led to the use of ad blockers. Online ads must be less like
ads. Ads are now branded content which means ads looks more like things people actually want to read or watch. Branded
content is not the only technique. There are emojis pasting on Twitter, creating Instagram videos and dabbling in virtual
reality platforms.
 New Era of Marketing and Advertising

In the 1980s, advertising and marketing was all gut and feel and there was little quantitative back-up. It worked. There
were less number of products. The media options were limited. The pace of life was slow. The consumers were easily
satisfied.

In the early 1990s, we came across the word clutter. Computerisation was adopted. Mass media proliferated. There were
multiple satellite channels. Brands galore. Markets were competitive. There was globalisation. Traditional marketing and
advertising was stretched to a breaking point. There was advice on breaking the clutter.

Internet revolutionised the whole scene. The whole world changed. E-commerce and e-tailing, new methods of payments,
mobile telephony and social media all descended on us in quick succession. It was not a downpour, it was a deluge. It was a
deluge of information — a mass distraction hitherto unheard in human history.
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Prior to the advent of internet, advertising was already disrupted by bifurcating itself into distinct creative and buying
functions. WPP and its clones focused on media planning and buying. All this was highly quantitative and optimisation
models were the order of the day.

Creative agencies did design highly creative campaigns but the dissemination of such communication became the sole
preserve of the media agencies. These agencies worked out the targeting (of messages to audiences), how efficiently the
audiences could be reached and how media buying could be done in bulk so as to extract the best and lowest prices for the
clients from the media owners.

This brave new world of the last 30 years has new challenges. It is necessary to keep the brands alive. Consumption is
the king and brands unite the consumers. Despite the clutter, consumers spot what they want. They spread the word. They
in fact own the brands. They market them. Social media facilitates this consumer-driven marketing.

Even today, marketing cannot sell a bad product. The challenge is not marketing but product management. The
product should be so compelling that marketing and selling are rendered superfluous. The job of marketing is to inform the
consumers that what you need exists. This should be done in as exciting a way as possible.
 Moving from Traditional to the New World

Advertising was a mad world, and the business was entrusted to mad men. Of late, advertising is shifting to maths men.
Big Blue has built Interactive Experience, the world’s largest digital agency. Deloitte has set up Deloitte Digital and Accenture
has started Accenture Interactive. Sapient has entered the digital arena. A single click provides the brand experience that has
been promoted meticulously through brand story in mass media. There has to be a consistency between what is being
promoted and the brand experience on the digital media.

Tech firms bring their capability in analysis and insights. They can guide the company in new product development.
They can be true marketing partners to the CEOs. Tech firms formerly used to hire engineers and MBAs, but these days they
hire designers. Design thinking is the in-thing. Tech firms in ad business just do not rely on intuition. They rely more on
science.

It does not mean the death of the large agencies, but it means the death of the working style of the large agencies.
Still the tech giants are not the first port of call for marketing solutions. However, things are changing very fast.
Digital agencies are dealing with CMOs and CFOs. They use technology to understand and discover user preferences

and then deliver the right level of experience.
In design thinking, the approach is not piecemeal but holistic. There could be a new way of discovering a problem and

finding its solution. In selling diapers, you can use the whole processors of conception, delivery and growing up of the baby.
In this process of rearing up the child, you may need diapers, wipes and gripe water. The foundation is big data which is
analysed to understand the problem.
 Media Industry Changes

Media witnessed democratisation. It means the ability of consumers to choose (or reject and redo) what they want to
read, listen, and watch whenever they want it. In the last 15 years, this is the major change seen in the media industry.

Internet converted even ordinary persons into critics and journalists. Through different forums, they are able to express
their views. This is the disaggregation which is good for consumers but has not benefited much the media companies. The
offline revenues of media companies are in fact funding this disaggregation which is good for consumers but has not
benefited much the media companies. The offline revenues of media companies are in fact funding this disaggregated
content online.

Though amateurs and novices contribute, the bulk of traffic online is generated from professional content. More than
3/5th of YouTube’s traffic comes from the videos put up by the large studios.

The sites which has the largest audience fetch greater revenues and best advertising rates. Online media in this respect
is similar to offline media. However, the big four companies — Google, Facebook, Amazon and Apple — walk away with
the bulk of revenues and profits that this medium generates globally. Is this democratic? Not as far as the financials are
concerned.
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Appendix I

ADVERTISING STANDARDS COUNCIL OF INDIA (ASCI)

In order to enforce an ethical code, we in India now have the Advertising Standards Council of India: ASCI. It is a non-profit
organisation set up by 43 founder members who are involved with advertising in one way or the other. It is established in 1985. Its Board
of Governors has members with equitable representation to advertisers, agencies, media and others. It puts forward a regulating code.

Fig. 1.7  Processing of a Consumer Complaint

PROCESSING A CONSUMER COMPLAINT

1. Complaint received by ASCI with a specimen
or description of the offending advertisement

2. Advertiser and/or agency asked to comment
on complaint and submit substantiation
where necessary

3. Reply/substantiation received 4. No substantiation received,
substantiation unsatisfactory or
advertiser disputes alleged breach

5. Consumer Complaints Council considers
complaint and reply, if any

6. Consumer Complaints Council 7. Consumer Complaints Council
orders further investigation decides no further investigation

is needed

8. Investigation report considered by
the Consumer Complaints Council

9. Complaint upheld by Consumer 10.Complaint not upheld by
Complaints Council Consumer Complaints Council

11.Assurance sought by ASCI from Advertiser
to withdraw advertisement

12.Assurance received 13.Assurance not received

14.Agency/media asked
not to carry advertisement

ASCI, 78 Tardeo Road,
15.Consumer Complaints Council’s Mumbai - 400 034

decision and follow-up by ASCI Phone: 022-23513982
conveyed to complainant e-mail: asci@vsnl.com
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ASCI proposes to adjudicate on whether an advertisement is offensive and its decision will be binding on its members. It proposes to deal
with the government if there are any disputes. ASCI completed 25 years of its existence in 2010.
Codes

It is inspired by a similar code of the Advertising Standards Authority (ASA), UK. It seeks to achieve the acceptance of fair
advertising practices in the best interest of the ultimate consumer.
Guidelines

1. To ensure the truthfulness and honesty of representations and claims made by advertisements and to safeguard against misleading
advertising.

2. To ensure that advertisements are not offensive to generally accepted standards of public decency.
3. To safeguard against indiscriminate use of advertising for promotion of products which are regarded as hazardous to society

or to individuals to a degree or of a type which is unacceptable to society at large.
4. To ensure that advertisements observe fairness in competition so that the consumers need to be informed on choices in the

marketplace and the canons of generally accepted competitive behaviour in business are both served.
ASCI’s Modified Code

ASCI has modified its code to take care of surrogate and foreign advertisements. To control indirect advertising, attention will be
paid to whether the output of the advertised product and its distribution is reasonable, whether there are direct or indirect clues or cues
which suggest an ad of a prohibited product. The new code will extend to media originating abroad. The definition of advertising has been
changed from being ‘any paid-for communication’ to “any communication which in the normal course would be recognised as an
advertisement by the general public even if it is carried free of charge for any reason.”

The changed definition will cover ads on packaging material. The new code directs the advertisers and the agencies to be ready to
produce explicit permission from the person/firm/institution to which reference has been made in the advertisement. This will be a
safeguard against misleading ads. An entire division on ‘misleading claims’ has also been added. Plagiarism, concerning ads predominantly
viewed abroad, has been dealt with in the new code.
Procedures

14-member sub-committee of ASCI consisting of people from various walks of life — medicine, law, media — hears a complaint
from a member of the public, examines it in the light of the code, asks the advertiser or agency to comment and submits a substantiation.
On upholding the complaint by ASCI, it asks the advertiser to withdraw the ad. The procedure takes two months. The committee of 14
members which processes complaints is called consumer complaints council (CCC). It has 8 non-ad professionals who are eminent
leaders in their respective fields.
Comments

It does not have enforcement powers. It acts as only a moral pressure group. Its code
is also not definitive about offensiveness. Its code will acquire teeth now that it proposes to
publish cases of non-compliance by advertisers and agencies in mass media and the annual
report of ASCI. It has 250 members out of which 120 are advertisers, 36 media, 72 ad
agencies and 22 others. It lacks resources also. Its membership drive is on. The organisation
pre-empts a statutory regulatory body, and so its survival is in the interest of the profession.
ASCI gives the consumer a chance of complaint if he is being mislead.

David Thomas, P&G, at a recent seminar has suggested the following five steps to
strengthen ASCI.

(i) There should be an impeccable image of advertising.
(ii) What we need is a single clearly defined and well-publicised code.
(iii) The decisions are to be taken quickly. By the time ASCI takes a decision, the ad

has already achieved what it sought to achieve.
(iv) ASCI should be strengthened financially.
(v) ASCI should have power to enforce decisions.

Code for Commercial Advertising on Doordarshan
This Code was presented to Parliament in mid-1987. It incorporates the Indecent

Representation of Women Act and the Consumer Act, both of which were passed by
Parliament in 1986. It suggests 33 Do’s and Don’ts for advertisers. Here are some of them:

Advertisements should conform to laws and should not offend against morality,
decency and the religious susceptibilities of people. Fig. 1.8  ASCI Ad
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The success of advertising depends on public confidence and no practice should be permitted which tends to impair this.
The Director-General shall be the sole judge of the Code.
The following advertisements should not be permitted:

1. Ads which deride any race, caste, colour, creed and nationality or are against the Directive Principles or the Constitution.
2. Ads which tend to incite people to crime or cause order or adversely affect friendly relations with foreign states.
3. Ads which exploit national emblem, any part of the constitution, or the person/personality of national leaders or state dignitaries.
4. No advertisement shall be presented as news.
5. Ads which have any relation to religion, political or industrial dispute.
6. Ads which promote chit funds, money lenders, jewellery, fortune tellers, foreign goods, and private saving schemes.
7. Guaranteed goods will have to be made available to Director-General of Doordarshan for inspection if necessary.
8. No disparaging or derogatory remarks of other products or comparison with them should be made.
9. Ads which portray women as passive or submissive.

10. Ads which are likely to startle viewers — such as gunfire, sirens, bombardments, screams, and raucous laughter.
ASCI

ASCI has become a member of the European Advertising Standards Alliance (EASA) which is a consortium of 48 self-regulatory
organisations across the world. ASCI now also offers ‘pre-copy advice’ allowing the companies/agencies to have the advertisement
verified before release. ASCI is working on creating awareness about its code amongst companies by interacting with them.

Copy Advice
ASCI introduces a Copy Advice service for its members from May 1, 2008. It is a part of self-regulation and is preventive by nature.

In copy advice, ASCI provides an opinion on whether the ad complies with the ASCI code and government rules. It also suggests the
necessary amendments if required. It is, however, non-binding. It is pre-publication advice about a specific ad proposal. It is provided on
request by advertisers, agencies and the media members of ASCI. ASCI’s Complaints Council is not bound by pre-publication/release
Copy Advice previously offered. Copy Advice reduces the risk of infringements of ASCI’s code and government rules. This service is free
for members, whereas non-members are charged ` 1,000 per ad.

Appendix II

BEFORE YOU BUY ADVERTISING BOOKS

Advertising is changing constantly. Buying advertising books to suit our current needs is a challenging task. Here are some tips
useful while buying advertising books.
Check the Publishing Date

Just notice the year in which the book has been published. In this fast changing industry, there are new developments every year,
and the recently published books take care of these. They cover a broader spectrum than books even published 10 years ago.
Check the Credentials

It is necessary to check the standing of the author and the publisher. Is the author a professional? Does the publisher handle
communication titles? A book jacket and author introduction can be hyped. As a reader, you should be careful. An internet search can be
conducted.
Flip Through

Just check out the contents. The book should satisfy your needs. If you are in industry, and want to run a direct mail campaign, the
book should have a reasonably detailed chapter on this topic. If you buy a book that rather focuses on internet advertising, it will not be
suitable for you. As a student, you should flip through to make sure it satisfies your syllabus requirements. It ideally should go beyond the
syllabus to make you competent.
Evaluate Your Options

Just visit a library and check different titles. It is necessary to compare and contrast them. That leads to a right choice.
Overlook the Price

Though it is difficult to resist the temptation to keep the eyes off the price sticker, the book should be bought for its potential to
save valuable rupees by planning a campaign well after learning from it.
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